DID YOU KNOW...
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Dear homeowner,
Your house once had a racial covenant on its deed
that stated these “premises shall not be sold, leased to or
occupied by any person or persons other than members of the
Caucasian race”. While racial covenants are now illegal and
unenforceable, their impacts are widespread. According to
the Washington Post, “Racial inequality in Minneapolis is
among the worst in the nation. Homeownership among black
people is one-third the rate of white families.” We believe
that the history of racial covenants is a hidden hurt
that needs to be revealed in order to be healed.
We are inviting every home throughout Minneapolis
that once had a racial covenant on it to take action!
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1. Work with Just Deeds, Minneapolis
to renounce the covenant
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2. Put up a lawn sign that
acknowledges the covenant
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3. Practice repair through donating
to the down payment assistance
fund for the African American
Community Land Trust.
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Let’s know and tell and see this
history so we can co-create
equity, one deed at a time.
Go to the Participate Page on
freethedeeds.org to get a sign.
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Sincerely,
A crew of artists trying
to make a better world
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HELP US FREE THE DEEDS!
@freeethedeeds

freethedeeds.org
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